ANNUAL REVIEW, 2017-2018

From the President’s Corner:
It gives me immense pleasure to see that SESTAA continues to be supported by its
committed group of volunteers and well-wishers. In January, 2018 we received the great
news that the Australian Taxation Office has granted SESTAA the DGR (Deductible Gift
Recipient) status. This is a great incentive to our donors and this also raises SESTAA’s
profile in the Australian community.
During the year, our work in the Goalpara project continued to grow. Since its inception,
the Early Intervention Centre has catered to the needs of more than 1000 children with
disabilities and 147 new children were registered in the service in the last one year, since
August 2017. The Centre has become well known in the local area of its operation and
high risk babies and young children are being regularly referred by various pediatricians
in and around Goalpara. It has been almost four years since the project started and it has
made a major impact in the lives of the local people.
We have continued our support for one nurse cum carer to Shishugreh, Guwahati and the
children with disabilities from Shishugreh are also receiving therapeutic care in Shishu
Sarothi’s school in Guwahati.
During the year, we raised a total of $10,560.00 through fundraising and donation. This
includes our second movie night in September where ‘Ali’s Wedding’ was screened in
Rivoli, Hawthorn, participation in the Manningham Monster Raffle and a small wine
auction. There were 44 members and volunteers of the organisation who helped us during
the year.
It is time to look at our medium term goals and move to the next stage of our strategy
whereby we look into the future sustainability and self-sufficiency of the projects funded;
at the same time, we need to look into strengthening our support in a manner that builds
the capacity of the people and the organisations that we help.
Dr Deepali Dhillon, President
Dated, 26th of October, 2018

Financial Information, 2017-2018
Income
Donation
Membership
Fundraising
Interest
Total Income

$4780.00
$900.00
$5780.00
$5.29
$11,465.29

Expense
Projects
Bank, CAV
Travel
Fundraising
Total Expense

$14678.84
$274.70
$0.00
$1990.40
$16,943.94

Account balance $ 876.15
Retained Surplus $ 876.15

GoalPara Visit;
Smita visited the project site on 16th of December 2017, found it functioning well and
received lots of positive feedback from local community members. Smita joined the team
of therapists from Shishu Sarothi, Guwahati and made the trip to Goalpara to visit
SESTAA-funded Early Intervention Centre. Not very far from Guwahati and with a good
road, it should have been a smooth trip. Sounds easy, not quite! For a distance of 139 km
one way, even if there were no traffic jams, it would have been a 10 hours grueling day (6
hours travel time and 4 hours in the Centre). But it became more than a 15 hours day –
the journey from Guwahati started at 6 am and the therapists would have been lucky to
reach their respective homes by 10 pm that day.
Every weekend, the therapists are giving up their holiday and making this grueling trip to
help the disabled children and parents who turn up at the Centre in Goalpara. They come
from as far as Mankachar, Bongaigaon and other places, which are at distances of 150 200 km away. Attendance on the day was 37 children and the therapists had to work nonstop for five hours to be able to look after everyone and complete their work. It was not
easy.
On top of that, parents (mostly mothers) had travelled by bus or any other mode of
transport they could afford seeking help for their children. And there was not even a
functional toilet for them to use in the Centre. The men ‘manage’, but no one knows or
dared to ask what the women did. The therapists’ team had to make the compulsory halt
at roadside hotels for the sake of the ladies in their group.
The sacrifices made by the parents and commitment of the staff at the centre are beyond
belief.
Ms. Smita Sabhlok
Secretary, Oct 2018

Comment From GoalPara:
“…The disable therapy programme initiated by Shishu Sarothi, Gauahati for the
interest of physically disabled and mentally retarded children under the cover of
Shishu Vikas Kendra, Bhalukdubi, Goalpara continuing smoothly since January,
2015. The program has yield (sic) very good result to a very sizeable number of
above mentioned categories of children covering the entire lower Assam District
including part of Meghalaya…” (Sailen Das, Goalpara, dt. 19/08/2017)

